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1 INTRODUCTION

The current population of Africa is estimated at more than one billion with a rate of natural increase of 2.4 percent (Population Reference Bureau [PRB] 2011). Within the continent, the sub-Saharan region is playing a leading role in the prevailing rapid population growth rate in the world. This region comprises 84 percent of the population of Africa and is growing at 2.6 percent annually. The fastest-growing countries are all in the region. For example, Niger, Uganda, Burundi, and Burkina Faso each have a natural increase greater than 3 percent. In addition, Nigeria is at present the seventh most populous country and the only African country among the first ten most populous countries in the world (Bongaarts 1997; Bloom and Humair 2010; PRB 2011). The first ten, having between 45 percent and 50 percent under age 15, are all in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). They include Niger, Uganda, Mali, Angola, Zambia, Burundi, Congo Democratic Republic, Mozambique, Chad, and Burkina Faso (PRB 2011). On average, in 2009, SSA had 43 percent of its population between age zero and 14 years, while the average for all low-income countries was 39 percent and the world average was 27 percent (Sippel et al. 2011; World Bank 2011).

The picture painted above demonstrates that SSA is the region in the world with the highest proportion of children. The situation is more pathetic if the proportion of adolescents is added. The United Nations International Convention Article 1 of the child right defines a child as anybody below age 18. It is also widely agreed that any person within the age-group 10–24 is an adolescent (Bahadur and Hindmarsh 2000; UNAIDS 2004; Federal Ministry of Health 2007; Bankole and Malarcher 2010). For the sake of clarity, in the context of the present study, children are conceptualized as persons within the age-group 0–9 while adolescents are considered as young people between ages 10 and 24 years. Therefore, SSA is certainly the world region with the highest concentration of children and adolescents. Forty-one percent of the population on the continent is below age 15. The proportion is 43 percent in SSA, 43 percent in the west, 44 percent in the east, 45 percent in middle Africa, and 31 percent in the south (PRB 2011; World Bank 2011). These figures suggest that about 50 percent of the population in the region comprises childre
The age structure–economic framework stipulates the existence of a significant relationship between the population age structure of a country and its economic condition (Ashford, 2007; Bloom et al., 2007; Crespo-Cuaresma et al., 2007). Three main population age structures can be identified globally. The first consists of an age structure with a large proportion of children and adolescents under age 19 years, having a relatively small working age group and very small number of the elderly. This age structure depicts a broad-based population pyramid. In the second type, the age structure is undergoing transition; there is a gradual reduction in the proportion of children and adolescents, a growing proportion of the productive age-group, and a growing cohort of the elderly. The pyramid of such populations manifests a shrinking base and burgeoning middle-age population. The third type of age structure depicts a small proportion of under-15 cohorts, a burgeoning working age-group, and a large proportion of the elderly. The type of age structure a population mirrors is a function of the stage of the demographic transition on course (Recher, 2011).

Demographic transition theory is "a detailed description of change in mortality and fertility" that occurred in Europe and has been applied to other world regions, though with some limitations. Figure 11.1 depicts the phases of the demographic transition theory. The second phase represents the period of population explosion in a country where mortality has begun to decline but traditional reproductive health behavior sustaining high fertility still persists. This situation supports a real demographic problem with a very large proportion of young persons. The first age structure identified above is synonymous with the second phase of the classical demographic transition. The third and fourth phases represent the second and third age structures, respectively. Countries that are in the third phase of demographic transition exhibit the second age structure, in which fertility begins to decline. There is a significant reduction in the proportion of children and young persons, thereby promoting increase in the working age-group population. In this case the number under age 15 in the population begins to shrink. Reduction in dependants and subsequent increase in the working age group presents the demographic bonus.
Countries that have completed their demographic transition are characterized by the features of the third type of age structure. Such countries benefited from the window of opportunity opened to them by their demographic change, in which they experienced a prolonged decline in fertility, leading to rapid increase in working age population, which promoted labor supply, savings, investment, and economic performance—referred to as demographic dividend (Bloom, Canning, and Sevilla 2003; Leete and Schoch 2003; Herrmann et al. 2011). In clear terms, the demographic dividend results from declining fertility and a growing workforce so that fewer resources are needed to cater for the dependants. More resources are then released for investment. A decline in birthrate can engender development opportunities that could profit succeeding generations in terms of access to education, health care services, employment opportunities, and increased levels of productivity (Sippel et al. 2011). This brings about rapid economic growth and social welfare. However, this dividend is not an automatic process (Ross 2004; Bloom et al. 2007). According to Bloom and his colleagues, institutions such as the rule of law, transparency, efficient bureaucratic systems, freedom of political representativeness, freedom of speech, and so on, are very critical for any country to realize this dividend. Given the existence of the right institutional framework, countries in this category experienced rapid social and economic transformation during their demographic windows of opportunity. The dividend abated after some time and such countries now battle with a burgeoning population of the aged. Fortunately,
the many years of development have enabled such societies to put in place social welfare policies that cater for the increasing proportion of the elderly that have resulted from a prolonged period of fertility decline. This age structure is typical of countries in Europe and North America, as well as Australia, Japan, and New Zealand (PRB 2011; World Bank 2011).

The second type of age structure is a reflection of societies that have reached an advanced stage in their demographic transition and are currently benefiting from their demographic window of opportunity. Such countries have been able to reduce their fertility and subsequently have a growing proportion of working age population. They are already realizing the demographic dividend. The existence of appropriate institutions is accelerating economic growth and development in such societies through increasing labor supply and savings. The experience of the Asian Tigers in the 1980s and 1990s best describes this category of age structure (Bloom and Williamson 1998; Wongboonsin, Guest, and Prachuabmoh 2005).

The first type of age structure is typical of countries where fertility is still very high and demographic transition is either very slow or has stalled. In this situation, the population age structure is dominated by children and adolescents; the population pyramid is generally with a broad base. The working age population is usually sparse and it is also characterized by a small proportion of the elderly.

SSA countries and those of Southwest Asia are still at this stage of demographic transition, and it was projected that about 59 percent of world population growth between 1995 and 2025 would occur in these regions (Casterline 2001). North African countries have not fared too well, either. The whole of Africa still represents a high fertility region: demographic transition has been very slow or stalled in a few countries and in the majority it has not really taken off (Bongaarts 2008). Therefore, the age structure is largely a youthful one, with about 50 percent being children and adolescents. One important implication of this is that the working age population is likely to be limited. It is against this background that this chapter seeks to provide an answer to this question: what does this type of age structure portend for SSA?

2.2 Economic Theory of Fertility

The economic theory of fertility indicates that children are considered to be economic commodities, in which case couples evaluate the costs and benefits of children before the decision to procreate (Espenshade 1972; Lindert 1980; Becker 1973; Togunde and Newman 2005). The economic theory of fertility is related to children—parents wealth flow analysis especially as applicable to Africa. In this part of the world, children are often seen as a source of income, over and above any costs the parents might incur. Children in Africa are viewed as security for old age in terms of finance and care. They are considered to be helping hands on farms, for household chores, and in some cases work to augment the family income (Orubuloye
2.3 Price of Children Theory

The price of children theory emphasizes the opportunity cost concept of children. It states the effects of cost of child rearing on parents' income and employment opportunities, and the relation between the quantity and quality of children (Lindert 1980; Becker and Barro 1988). The theory considers money expended on children in terms of expenses in bearing and raising them through parental expenditure on food, clothing, shelter, medical, education, and security, including other noneconomic costs (Espenshade 1972). Specifically, current economic realities demonstrate that the task of financing children's education and investing in their general development is enormous. For example, schooling has become more expensive in recent times. In addition, the current wealth flow indicates that more resources now flow from parents to children.

Although it is not currently clear how soon the preference for larger families in most SSA countries will abate, the increasing level of urbanization has considerably lessened the need for a large number of children. In addition, improvements in modern medicine and public health could culminate in improved life spans that could further result in an excessive supply of children and adolescents. There is no gainsaying the fact that the consequence of this situation, if left uncontrolled, would generate pressure on the available resources (Wolfgram 2005). It would create inadequacy that is most likely to aggravate poverty levels.

The age structure, economic theory, and the two supporting theories have demonstrated the economic implications of a large proportion of children and adolescents (especially under 15 years old). The rest of this chapter discusses an empirical analysis of the question of whether children and adolescents in SSA are a dividend or a debt. Section 3, data and methods, discusses how census data from purposively selected countries in SSA were used and the methods of analysis adopted. Section 4 presents the findings of the descriptive statistical and demographic analytical strategies employed in the analysis of census data of the selected countries. This section also includes the discussion of the findings. Section 5 attempts to explain the findings in the context of the age structure-economic performance framework, pointing out answers to the main question addressed in the study. In addition, salient conclusions are drawn and policy implications of major findings are highlighted.
DATA AND METHODS

This section presents a discussion on how this study was executed. To start with, one country each was selected to represent the eastern, western, and southern parts of SSA. The selection process was guided by the availability of at least two sets of census data. In this regard, Kenya, Senegal, and South Africa were purposively selected. While Kenya and Senegal have two sets of census data each, South Africa has three sets. Three variables that are germane to this study are age, educational attainment, and employment status.

Individual population was classified into children, adolescents, working, and old populations using different age-groups in accordance with international standards. However, children and adolescents are the two population groups at the center of this study. Children were grouped as those in ages between 0 and 9 years, while those in age-group 10 to 24 were considered adolescents (UNICEF 2006; United Nations and UNICEF 2011). These age-groups were employed in highlighting children and adolescents in the construction of age pyramids to demonstrate the age distribution of the population for the selected countries. In a typical dependency ratio, the working population is classified as 15 to 64 years and those below age 15 and above 65 years of age are classified as dependants. However, as earlier indicated, since the study's target populations are children (age 0-9 years) and adolescents (10-24 years), in order to compute dependency ratio for children and adolescents (those who are not supposed to work), the age-groups were reclassified into 0-14 for dependants, 15-64 for the working age-group, and the old as 65 and above (elderly dependants), as shown in Table 1. This new age-group (0-14 years) includes children (0-9 years) and young adolescents between ages 10 and 14 years, who, by law, are not expected to be engaged in any economic activities.

The second main variable involved in the analysis undertaken is the educational status of children and adolescents. The measurement of this variable varied across the three countries. In Kenya and South Africa, education was measured in terms of educational status. Kenya's two censuses identified four categories of educational status, namely, none, standard 1-8, form 1-6, and tertiary. On the other hand, South Africa used three different but similar categorizations of educational status, which is consistent with the education policy in operation in the country. The measurement here was more of years of schooling. In 1996, six categories were used—none, year 0 (preschool), 1-3 years, 4-6 years, 7-9 years, and tertiary. In the 2001 census, the preschool category was excluded. The 2007 census measured educational status using similar categories but excluded no schooling. In the two censuses for Senegal, education attainment was classified into four categories (none, primary grade 1-5, secondary grade 6-12, and tertiary). In the analysis carried out using this variable, the emphasis was on the proportion of children and adolescents undergoing education and training in various countries. Although there is a great deal of variation in the classifications, it was easy to highlight the proportion not in school using a no education category. This cut across all the countries selected.

3 DATA AND METHODS

This section presents a discussion on how this study was executed. To start with, one country each was selected to represent the eastern, western, and southern parts of SSA. The selection process was guided by the availability of at least two sets of census data. In this regard, Kenya, Senegal, and South Africa were purposively selected. While Kenya and Senegal have two sets of census data each, South Africa has three sets. Three variables that are germane to this study are age, educational attainment, and employment status.

Individual population was classified into children, adolescents, working, and old populations using different age-groups in accordance with international standards. However, children and adolescents are the two population groups at the center of this study. Children were grouped as those in ages between 0 and 9 years, while those in age-group 10 to 24 were considered adolescents (UNICEF 2006; United Nations and UNICEF 2011). These age-groups were employed in highlighting children and adolescents in the construction of age pyramids to demonstrate the age distribution of the population for the selected countries. In a typical dependency ratio, the working population is classified as 15 to 64 years and those below age 15 and above 65 years of age are classified as dependants. However, as earlier indicated, since the study's target populations are children (age 0-9 years) and adolescents (10-24 years), in order to compute dependency ratio for children and adolescents (those who are not supposed to work), the age-groups were reclassified into 0-14 for dependants, 15-64 for the working age-group, and the old as 65 and above (elderly dependants), as shown in Table 1. This new age-group (0-14 years) includes children (0-9 years) and young adolescents between ages 10 and 14 years, who, by law, are not expected to be engaged in any economic activities.

The second main variable involved in the analysis undertaken is the educational status of children and adolescents. The measurement of this variable varied across the three countries. In Kenya and South Africa, education was measured in terms of educational status. Kenya's two censuses identified four categories of educational status, namely, none, standard 1-8, form 1-6, and tertiary. On the other hand, South Africa used three different but similar categorizations of educational status, which is consistent with the education policy in operation in the country. The measurement here was more of years of schooling. In 1996, six categories were used—none, year 0 (preschool), 1-3 years, 4-6 years, 7-9 years, and tertiary. In the 2001 census, the preschool category was excluded. The 2007 census measured educational status using similar categories but excluded no schooling. In the two censuses for Senegal, education attainment was classified into four categories (none, primary grade 1-5, secondary grade 6-12, and tertiary). In the analysis carried out using this variable, the emphasis was on the proportion of children and adolescents undergoing education and training in various countries. Although there is a great deal of variation in the classifications, it was easy to highlight the proportion not in school using a no education category. This cut across all the countries selected.
The employment status of the sampled populations was similar across the three countries. The study adopted employment status definitions that categorized responses to employed, unemployed, and not in the universe/missing/unknown. In order to achieve a simple presentation of the analysis with respect to the findings of this variable, the latter category was excluded.

Three main analytical strategies were applied. First, population pyramids were constructed for the selected countries to highlight the prevailing age-sex structure of various populations. This enabled us to capture graphically the age structure of the selected populations. The second level of analysis involved computing the dependency ratio vis-à-vis the general dependency ratio, percentage distribution of children and adolescents by educational attainment, and employment status. A projection was made in order to have an adequate perspective on the inherent burden of large number of dependants in transiting economies that are characterized by social and political inadequacies. Because of the limited formation available in the census data sets used, only ratio projection techniques moderated through sub-regional ratio projections could be used. This is also employed because it is census data dependent. Its procedures are not too stringent, coupled with the fact that it can also be used with or without age-sex details. This is, however, done using Population Analysis Spreadsheets for Excel (PASEX) as designed by the US Bureau of the Census, International Programs Center (US Census Bureau 2003; Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 2012).

All these were applied to highlight whether the groups of population under investigation are a dividend or a debt. The SPSS software for Windows Version 20.0 was used in all aspects of the analysis. Generally, a cross comparison among the three randomly selected countries was carried out to determine which of the countries share the highest burden or gain in terms of the age structure of the population.

4 RESULTS

This section presents a description of the findings. These are addressed under three main subsections.

4.1 Children and Adolescent Population Structure

Figure 11.2 shows the population pyramids of Kenya, Senegal, and South Africa. The three pyramids indicate that the age distribution of all the selected countries representing the eastern, western, and southern parts of Africa were largely youthful. Kenya's broad-based pyramid reflects that about 45 percent of the population are children and adolescents. Senegal's age distribution was similar to Kenya's. South Africa painted a relatively different picture, reflecting an apparent reduction in the proportion of the population below age 10, leading to a significant reduction in the proportion of children and adolescents. The situation exhibited in the pyramids indicates that although South Africa
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Figure 11.2 Population pyramid for Kenya, Senegal, and South Africa.


has begun to show a reduction in the proportion of young persons in her population, the populations of the three countries was still very young. The recent data released by the PRB (2011) indicate that 44 percent of Senegal's population, 42 percent of Kenya's, and 30 percent of South Africa's population were reported below 15 years of age, supporting the pyramid structure presented.

There is no doubt that the age distribution highlighted above may have some significant implications for the economies of the selected countries. In Kenya and Senegal, the proportion of the population that were children and adolescents suggests that the two countries had a large number of children and adolescents who were either in or outside schools. The population consisted largely of young people undergoing one form of training or another. Such population categories are generally dependants. Although the proportion of South Africa's population that was below age 10 was declining, the proportion is still capable of exerting a significant negative effect on both family and government resources. The proportion of children and adolescents in the three countries is likely to mount pressure on the purse of families (Wolfram 2005) because their basic needs must be satisfied by their parents. The economic burden on families is exacerbated owing to the prevailing large number of biological and nonbiological children and adolescents. This is likely to exert a negative effect on their domestic saving ability, needed to improve family wealth status. Similarly, government finances in various countries are overstretched as a result of ever-increasing demands for social infrastructures, such as educational facilities, necessitated by the youth glut.
This youth glut also presents a challenge that would extend into the immediate future. The fact that the pyramids have broad bases currently indicates that the populations have the momentum to keep growing. Even if modern reproductive health attitudes begin to gain ground in these countries and fertility levels begin to fall, the possibility that the youth glut will continue for a long time is still high, especially in Senegal and Kenya. Thus, in the near future the economic burden of the youth glut is likely to be enormous. However, the youth glut could turn into a dividend with the possibility of transforming the economies of the countries provided required infrastructures and institutions are given adequate attention, especially in Kenya and Senegal.

4.2 Dependency Ratio

The children dependency ratio (CDR) is conceived in this context as children and adolescents between ages 0 and 14 years who are not required by law to be economically engaged vis-à-vis the proportion of the population who are expected to be economically active (aged 15–64). The basic objective of the use of this indicator was to illuminate the rate of child dependency in various countries compared with the usual population-wide dependency ratio. The total children dependency ratio was highest in Kenya (approximately 89 percent), followed by Senegal (85 percent), as shown in Table 11.1. South Africa exhibited the lowest, but is still relatively high if compared with what obtains in economically advanced countries of the world (Sippel et al. 2011). These high ratios indicate that out of every 100 in the working age population, there were 89, 85, and 53 children and adolescents depending on them in Kenya, Senegal, and South Africa, respectively, as shown in Table 11.1.

The demographic situation in the selected countries indicates a high prevalence of large proportions of children and adolescents constituting a heavy economic burden demonstrated in the high children and adolescent dependency ratio. The large proportions of children make tremendous contributions to the high prevailing total dependency ratio that have been undermining socioeconomic development of the region. This is reflected in the close gap between the two ratios. Out of the 95.1 percent total dependency ratio estimated for Kenya, children dependency was 88.5 percent. Senegal ranked second with 91.8 percent total dependency ratio, of which the children dependency ratio was 85 percent; while South Africa recorded a 62.4 percent total dependency ratio, of which children constituted 53.2 percent (Table 11.1). Apparently, the dependency burden in SSA is largely a function of the high proportion of children stemming from the persistence of high fertility and very low adoption of modern contraceptives (Cleland et al. 2006; United Nations 2011). These intertwined conditions continue to aggravate the poverty burden in the region (Merrick 2002; Phumaphi 2011). The high children dependency ratio implies large groups of dependants that must be cared for. This makes it difficult to increase domestic savings— individuals and governments are thus unable to adequately invest and contribute sufficiently to employment generation. This situation has sustained the vicious cycle of poverty over the years in SSA.
To the immediate extent, this indicates that although if modernization and industrialization continue for a near future the results may be promising, however, the ratio of children and adolescents in SSA. 201

Table 11.1 Children and Adolescent Dependency Ratio versus Total Dependency Ratio by Selected Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year/ Age Group</th>
<th>0-14</th>
<th>15-64</th>
<th>65+</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Children Dependency Ratio</th>
<th>Total Dependency Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Country</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>1,223,929</td>
<td>2,175,555</td>
<td>221,680</td>
<td>3,621,164</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1,209,795</td>
<td>2,324,361</td>
<td>191,499</td>
<td>3,725,655</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>313,980</td>
<td>667,595</td>
<td>60,822</td>
<td>1,047,657</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>56.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,747,704</td>
<td>5,167,511</td>
<td>479,261</td>
<td>8,394,476</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>327,850</td>
<td>347,969</td>
<td>24,380</td>
<td>700,199</td>
<td>94.2</td>
<td>101.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>751,261</td>
<td>883,549</td>
<td>35,571</td>
<td>1,694,761</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>91.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>514,312</td>
<td>523,353</td>
<td>36,431</td>
<td>1,074,098</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>105.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>612,043</td>
<td>748,954</td>
<td>46,550</td>
<td>1,407,547</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>87.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, it is worthy to note that the individual censuses indicate that, in the three countries, the ratio has been declining. South Africa manifested the highest level of decline in children and adolescents’ dependency ratio. The ratio declined from 56.3 percent in 1996 to 47 percent in 2007. Although Kenya and Senegal experienced some decline in this ratio, it is actually insignificant. Thus the prospect for significant declines in children and adolescent dependency ratios in SSA is higher in South Africa than in the other two selected countries.

4.3 Literacy Level/Educational Attainment

Figure 11.3 shows that Senegal recorded proportion of illiterate population (those with no education) across all age-groups. The large proportion of illiterates (1998 = 63 percent; 2002 = 51 percent) among children aged 0-9 years may be a result of the fact that most of the children were likely not expected to be in school because of official minimum age requirements applicable in the countries. In contrast, the situation with adolescents where more than 50 percent had no education in both censuses represents
very serious problems. One in every five adolescents may not have been to any school in Senegal. Apparently, the decline in the proportion who were illiterate in the relevant population is quite insignificant.

The above situation suggests that the majority of adolescents in the country are not being prepared in skills acquisition in order for them to take advantage of employment opportunities in the formal sector. If such adolescents are
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4.4 Projected Dependency Levels for Children and Adolescents across the Selected Regions

The projection for dependency levels for children and adolescents was done on a subregional basis to ensure adequate comparison among the selected countries. The first two years’ census data for each of the countries were used as the base. The dependants across the ages of 0–14 and 65 years and above were projected for the years 2012, 2020, and 2025 (Figure 11.4). It is equally not engaged in agricultural activities, they are likely to exacerbate the dependency burden in the country now; the problem will be more devastating in the future owing to the multiplier effect on the economy.

Kenyan and South African data performed better than Senegal’s on this variable (children’s and adolescents’ educational status). In Kenya, the proportion of adolescents with no education declined from 12.3 percent in 1989 to 9.6 percent in 1999, while it fell from 7 percent in 1996 to 1.1 percent in 2007 in South Africa. The percentage of children who had no education followed a similar pattern. Generally, the data available for the two countries indicate that the educational status of children and adolescents in Kenya and South Africa has improved significantly. This implies that the populations are increasingly being equipped with basic skills, which is likely to position individuals to make quality contributions to the economies of their countries in the immediate future. Thus, they may currently be considered debts as a result of the high demand for educational facilities, but the probability is very high that they will become dividends sooner or later given that they were already acquiring necessary training.

However, it is noteworthy that the children and adolescents in the selected countries may not be regarded entirely as constituting economic burdens or debts, even currently. Ideally, anybody below age 15 is expected to be undergoing one form of training or another. With the exception of South Africa, in the selected countries, a significant proportion of children and adolescents under 15 years of age were reported as employed. This is not surprising in a setting where child labor of different dimensions is prevalent. The International Labour Organization estimates that the greatest incidence of child labor in the world is present in SSA (28.4 percent of all 5–14 years old; it is just 14.8 percent for Asia and the Pacific and nine percent in Latin America) (see http://www.ilo.org/ipec/Regionsandcountries/Africa/lang—en/index.htm). The implications of this situation are both positive and negative. In the positive sense, the young people below 15 years of age contributed to the economy of their countries. On the other hand, the young population engaging in economic activities portends negative implications. They were supposed to be undergoing training that would position them for optimum economic contributions in the future when the demographic window is expected to open. Of course, growing up without such skills, such individuals would either become a burden to the society in the future or grossly underemployed.
also considered necessary to depict the likely trend of working population (15–64 years) who are to shoulder the responsibility of the dependants. This could be relevant in evaluating the dependency burden among the selected population.

It is observed from Figure 11.4 that dependants in age-group 0–14 years will be in keen competition with the working population across all projected years in Kenya and Senegal. The graph shows steady upward movement from 1989 in Kenya and continues until approximately 2025, after which there is seemingly a ray of decline. Owing to the high level of under-15 dependants coupled with the number of dependants among those that are 65 years old and above, it is not likely that the working group (15–64 years) would be sufficient to cater for them. Besides, the low-wage or low-income syndrome in developing nations (from where the sample countries were selected), the level of corruption, and government instability, to mention but a few problems, may work adversely against any support toward catering for these dependants. The emerging situation could possibly result in deprivation, squalor, disease, and sickness as well as other social menaces. Thus, rather than adding value (if any) to development in these countries, this group becomes an economic and social burden.

Figure 11.4 Projected dependency levels across the selected regions.
CONCLUSION

This study has examined the socioeconomic implications of SSA children and adolescents within the age structure and economic relationship framework. The census data analyzed show clearly that the region is still largely characterized by a soaring proportion of young people who are largely dependants. If urgent reductionate demographic policies are not sustainably implemented, the region has the potential for sustaining this momentum, probably for a long time. The analysis has demonstrated that the youthful population structure is the major contributor to the prevailing high dependency ratio in the region. Consistent with various age structures and economic relationship frameworks adopted for the study, the present proportions of children and adolescents are more of an economic burden at both micro (individual families) and macro (governments) levels. However, the census data analyzed revealed that a relatively significant proportion of children and adolescents below 15 years of age participated in the labor force in two of the three countries sampled (Kenya and Senegal). Be that as it may, the fact that a vast majority of the children and adolescents are still undergoing one form of training or another, which is expected to place pressure on resources at various levels, is most likely to aggravate the economic burden. Thus, currently the children and adolescents in the region are rather to be regarded as debts.

Nevertheless, if reductionate population policies are vigorously implemented now, and birthrates begin to decline in a sustainable way, the current large proportion of children and adolescents would graduate into the working age population in about a decade, while the dependency ratio would decline. If appropriate economic, social, and legal frameworks are put in place, this situation is most likely to propel rapid economic growth and social welfare. In the first place, a higher proportion of the population would be working owing to the graduation of the present children and adolescent into the working age-group. More resources will also be released to finance investment and employment as a result of the declining proportion of children and adolescents attributable to falling or low birthrates. Given that the dependency ratio would decline, both public and private savings are likely to increase. All things being equal, this situation should lead to a rise in investment and employment generation. Ultimately, economic progress should manifest in the region.

The challenge, however, is that most of the countries in the region do not have effective reductionate demographic strategies in place. With the exception of South Africa, where a fair process of demographic transition appears to be on course, the other two countries, representing the majority of the region, have manifested a stalling transition (Bongaarts 2008). This implies that the current broad-based population pyramids are most likely to persist for a longer time with an increasing dependency ratio stemming from a large proportion of children and adolescents. This situation will continue to exacerbate the pressure on resources in various countries for a much longer time, domestic savings will remain very low, and investment and employment generation will also continue to decline. Given the high level of private and public corruption and
the prevalence of irresponsible governments in the region, SSA children and adolescents may remain more of a debt than a dividend (Mulinge and Lesetedi 2002; Hanson 2009).

Finally, African children and adolescents are the future of the continent and have the potential to exert transformative impacts on economic and social spheres of the society. They are the parents and teachers of the next generation. The quantum of investment in them in the present time will determine the quality of the next wave of population. If they have access to education, decent working conditions, and sexual and reproductive health services, they will certainly become a strong force to drive economic development and positive social change in the region. However, if they are given only limited access to education, distortion in their sexual and reproductive health rights, and unemployment, they will ultimately become social and economic liabilities, and the hope of socioeconomic development in the region will continue to be compromised.

Table 11.2 Percentage Distribution of Children and Adolescents by Employment Status by Selected Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>0-9</th>
<th>10-14</th>
<th>15-64</th>
<th>65+</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kenya 1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya 1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal 1988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa 1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 11.2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0–9</th>
<th>10–14</th>
<th>15–64</th>
<th>65+</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Africa 2001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa 2007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NOTES

1. Data for the selected countries were accessed from the IPUMS—International database archived by Minnesota Population Center (2011).
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